


Evelyn is a renowned life coach, healer and spiritual 
light energy worker, driven by the calling of inner light 
in her spirit. She is committed to her own awakening as 
well as to the calling of spirit to help humanity awaken 
to their own powers and inner wisdom one person at a 
time. Evelyn is a certified teacher of The Awakening The 
Illuminated Heart taught directly under Drunvalo 
Melchizedek and has completed dozens of Vision 
Quests with guardians of Indigenous knowledge as a 
seeker and student of spiritual truths for healing, and 
psychic transformation. She is a leader in imparting 
shamanic wisdom and esoteric knowledge while 
teaching and leading retreats, meditations, women 
empowerment workshps, shamanic breath-work and 
spiritual mystical journeys to sacred sites throughout the 
world. She is a rare teacher of Shamanic wisdom and the 
art of esoteric knowledge. Her greatest delight is in 
being a witness to the growth of her students as they 
remember who they really are, and embrace their path of 
ultimate fulfillment in experiencing the divine rapture 
found in Spirit, Life and Love.

Meet Your Guides:

Evelyn Viviana



Meet Your Guides:

Bassam Bastawy

Born and raised in a small village in Gharb Aswan, in what 
is known as Nubian Kingdom in Egypt, Captain Bassam 
started his work following his father's footsteps sailing all 
kinds of boats at a very young age. These pilgrimages with 
his father educated him and provided him with the tools and 
opportunities to mingle with people of all walks of life and 
cultures. As a proud community leader, one of Bassam’s 
many passions is sharing his knowledge of his culture and 
the history of Nuba, where it all began. Presently Bassam 
continues leading groups to various sacred energetic sites 
along the Nile River and all the powerful temples of ancient 
Egypt (Kemet) and harnessing a profound impression with 
new perspectives and connection to the Ancient Temples, as 
well as showing the humbling ways and livelihood of his 
Nubian Culture. In 2019 Bassam converted his family home 
into a guesthouse naming it Nubian-Kingdom Aragueed’s 
House, providing a relaxing atmosphere where music, 
singing, great food, and the true essence of his heritage can 
be felt with love and transparency - “ An overall chill vibes 
spot” where you can experience Kayaking, Sandboarding, 
Camel Riding and Sailing in Felluca’s while admiring The 
Beautiful Nile River, this and more has had many guests 
returning over and over bagain and creating a unique and 
unforgettable experience for all travelers.
His love and dedication to all that he does and hospitality at 
the Nubian-Kingdowm Aragueed’s House has given him the 
recognition becoming top ten and winning the Travel 
Rewards Award in 2021 and 2022 in booking.com as well as 
becoming a Superhost with Airbnb. He is truly a blessing to 
his family, community and heritage and to all those who get 
the opportunity to share sacred space with him and we are 
honored to have him be part of our journey!



Included In Your Journey:
* 2 nights at The Mena Hotel in Cairo
* 2 nights at a Enchanted Nubian Village Hotel
* 4 nights on a Nile River Private Boat
* 3 nights at Beautiful Luxor Hotel
* Domestic flights from Cairo to Aswan - Luxor to Cairo
* All Breakfast Included
* Guided Meditations
* Sound Healing
* Shamanic Breathwork
* Nile River Sunset Picnic
* Rapeh Ceremony
* Plant Medicine Ceremony
* Guidance on how to best prepare for and travel in Egypt with support
after your journey for integration and so much more!
We will be visiting The Following Sacred Sites and Temples:
Elephantine Island Temple, Abu Simbel Temple, Philae Temple, Temple of
Isis, (Hathor) Kom Ombo temple, Karnack Temple, Edfu Temple, Luxor
Temple, Valley of The Kings and Dendera Temple, The Sphinx & The Great
Pyramids of Giza and much more!

Not Included:
*International Flights
*Meals, except as noted
*tips
*travel/cancellation Insurance
*Hotel expenses before or after the journey

What to Bring:
*Original Passport
*Small backpack and comfortable shoes
*Clothing for both hot and cold climates
*Spiritual objects like crystals, quartz and incense
*Sunscreen & Chapstick



Day 1 - Arrive at Cairo, Egypt

Welcome to Egypt! The minute you step off the plane you will feel the magic of this 

enchanted country! Where one of our representatives will meet you right after you leave 

the baggage claim area and will assist you in getting acquainted with this magical country 

and guide you to our private air conditioned vehicle who will transfer you to our hotel is 

Cairo where our guides, Evelyn and Bassam will be waiting to welcome you. We will rest 

tonight at Mena Hotel in Cairo after a beautiful dinner and have time to relax on this Sacred 

Land.



Day 2 - Sphinx & The Great Pyramids of Giza

Today early in the morning we will visit two of the most important monuments of earth 
full of many mysteries and enter the Kings Chambers Of The Great Pyramid for many 
downloads and activations. The pyramid of Giza is the crown chakra of the human body 
and much will be revealed.
We will then proceed to visit the Sphinx and hold a sacred meditation by entering our heart 
space and activating our Merkabas (our light bodies) and asking these to be connected with 
the Earth’s Merkaba. May all the remembrance process of who you are continue getting 
clearer and clearer and may great spirit continue blessing you all in all your journeys. You 
will be in awe when you experience these.
Time to breathe deep, journal and take all that has been given to you today!
Sweet Dreams overnight in Cairo



Day 3 - Cairo to Aswan

After a good night's rest and delicious breakfast, we gathered in a circle to connect and 
together set our sacred intentions for this initiatory journey. Today we travel to the Magical 
Aswan, where we will be checking into our eclectic Nubian Village Hotel and enjoy a 
beautiful lunch among the nubian residents and enjoy some sand boarding followed by a 
beautiful sunset and welcoming dinner at Aragheed's Nubian Kingdom.



Day 4 - Philae Temple, Isis Temple and Elephantine Island

It was believed in Ancient Egypt that the River Nile signified the backbone of the human
body. The temples were then placed strategically along the Nile to correspond with the 
major Chakras’s of our human body energy system. Your journey from Aswan to Cairo has 
been designed to take you through these sites, opening up to healing and the activation of 
your Chakra system as we embark on this adventure. We invite you to open your heart and 
let the spirit of the Nile activate all that is dormant and needs to be awakened within you 
and allow this river to illuminate your heart and uplift your journey.
The main god of Aswan is Khnum the ram-headed god, He is the ancient god of creation, 
survival, lust and lessons who sits on the potter's wheel and forms and makes individuals 
out of clay. The Elephantine Island (Root Chakra) is an island of great spiritual significance. 
In the days of ancient Egypt, locals believed that the Island was inhabited by Khnum, the 
god that controlled the water of the Nile. Overnight at Nubian Village Hotel, Aswan time 
to journal, process and meditate on today's blessings.



Day 5 - Abu Simbel

Today after checking out from our Hotel, we will visit one of the most astounding sites and 
UNESCO world heritage, Abu Simbel, where the Great Temple of Ramses II and the 
Temple of his beloved Queen Nefertari reside. As one of the few ancient Egyptian sites that 
largely escaped damage by past invaders, the interior of Abu Simbel's temples are 
remarkable.
Before ending our day we will visit an enchanted Nubian Village, where we will be able
to enjoy their arts and crafts bazaar and a typical Nubian dinner.
Tonight we check into our Sailing Boat! So much to process and journal, Sweet Dreams!



Day 6 - Private Boat Sailing off to Kom Ombo

An early start on our day will begin by visiting the Noble Tombs, the Aswan Museum
and saying goodbye to The Nubian Village and making our way to Luxor and sailing
towards Kom Ombo.



Day 7 - Kom Ombo

Kom Ombo representing the Navel Chakra. It is a healing temple dating back about 1800 
years. It is shared by two gods Sobek (crocodile) & Horus (falcon) Kom Ombo is the 
embodiment of our higher and lower selves, the dark and the light and the finding of a 
harmonious union within ourselves. Integrating balance and connecting the heart and the 
brain is key for balance. After this supernatural life force presence embraces, we return to 
our home on the Nile. Time for nurturing, swimming and relaxing as we continue our 
journey through the chakras with time to gather for sharing & relaxing to integrate our 
experiences.
We will then continue our sailing up to Luxor and head to Edfu Temple.



DAY 8 - Edfu Temple

After a delicious breakfast we will be taken back by the beauty of visiting Edfu Temple
which is the Solar Plexus and its powerful presence intuitively reveals itself to you as
you make your way through the holy gates of one of ancient Egypt’s most worshiped
treasures. Feeling the strength and wisdom of this temple dedicated to the warrior God,
Horus. We will take you to the most sacred space in the complex for a special ritual to
Horus. Here you will be able to tap into these ancient powers and allow it to radiate into
your soul.
Time to rest as we continue our cruise the Nile to Luxor.



Day 9 - Karnak & Luxor Temple

Today we check our from our home in the Nile and check in to our Hotel for the next two 
nights in The city of Luxor after lunch we will head over to Karnak Temple where we will 
admire the shrine and temple of The Goddess Sekhmet these grounds with hidden 
mysteries will sure awaken your senses touching your heart and soul which will elevate 
you into higher dimensions of power, magic and self healing.
In the evening we will visit the Luxor Temple and The Avenue of The Sphinx which just 
recently opened after decades of excavation and restoration. It is said the avenue was the 
place where a festival took place by the Pharaoh and a ceremony was held in communion 
with the God Amun. We will have the opportunity to walk these two mile avenue 
procession as we bring our offerings and connect to spirit for our highest calling.
Surely to be breathtaking. Overnight stay in Luxor



Day 10 - The Beauty, Dendera Temple

Early in the morning we will head out to pay homage to the Hathors known as a group of 
interdimensional beings who were connected to the Goddess Hathor (Heteru) Our 
connection to these intergalactic beings who once walked among these sacred land and 
who were connected in Ancient Egypt through the Temples of The Goddess will attune us 
to specific vibratory nature of the cosmos. Activating our ancient wisdom of how to use 
sacred geometry such as the flower of life in our life and stimulating our brain performance 
to open up our psycho-spiritual experiences. The connection on this temple known as 
Dendera is Heart opening (Heart Chakra based) bringing the connection of the Divine 
Feminine and all that is. It is truly a welcoming home.
Here our hearts burst open with love, forgiveness and compassion for one and all.



Day 11 - Valley of The Kings & Queens

Our morning will bring us a new perspective of life and how the ancient Egyptians 
perceived death, as we explore the Valley of the Kings, where the veils between the hidden 
worlds are so thin. Here we will experience the magnificent and powerful site dedicated to 
Hatshepsut: The woman who ruled Egypt.



Day 12 - The Mystical Adventure to Egypt has concluded.

Today we say our goodbyes and head back to our homes. Transportation will be
available depending on your departure times and you will be departing to Cairo Airport
from Luxor.
May the Great Spirit continue blessing you, may Ancient (Kemet) Egypt live in your
hearts forever and may you never forget the gifts of all that’s been received throughout
this Journey




